Extension
Discrimination
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

Despite being short, female,
half-Asian, and a couple of
other discrimination-ready
things, I’ve never really felt
like people are excluding me because of them.
And thank goodness – I’ve
never wanted to deal with
anti-Michigander sentiment
or extremist groups who
want to kill everyone with
feet smaller than size 7. But I
have noticed some moderate discrimination against my
computer allegiance.
As a Mac living in a predominantly PC era, I’ve had
to face a lot of oppression.
We’re not allowed to play
the games that the little PC
kids are. If we want to, we
have to go ask the government (aka computer store)
for special permissions
(known as ‘’dual boots’’).
Sniffle, sniffle. We aren’t allowed to use all the shiny
scientific toys that PCs and
Linux Boxes use all the time.
...see Windows Sucks on back

Ethicists Torn Over Renewable
Puppy Power

The Steaming Pile

Straight From You-Know-Where!
Things We Should Give Up For Lent

By Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Daily Bull

Mankind’s greatest moral thinkers have
come to a head on whether research
should continue on a groundbreaking
new method of generating electricity:
Puppy power. The potentially limitless
energy source was found to cheap, reliable, and easy to set
up in homes around
the world.

Hookers and blow
Breathing
Dihydrogen monoxide
4chan
Procrastination
Giving up stuff
Swearing Goddamnit!
Stairs
Coitus
Shaving
Scrolling
Mega milk
Winter clothing
Exams
The game
Sandals in winter
Underwear
Jaeger bombs
Skanks
Frat mattresses
Fist pumping
Liver cells
Virginity
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With a max output of nearly 400 watts,
Ghettoblaster successfully ran for over
18 hours straight before collapsing into
a cute little heap of floppy ears and
fluffy fur. After sleeping restlessly for
a few hours while dreaming of rabbits
and elusive grasshoppers, he was up and at
it again, conveniently
charging Dr. Bradley’s
electric car before he
left for the lab.

Dr. Ben Bradley, head
researcher of the revolutionary project,
realized their energy
Ethicists are up in arms
potential after playing
over the treatment of
fetch with his golden
the bumbling young
retriever puppy for
dogs, who, despite
nearly five hours behaving bountiful supfore giving up when Seemingly limitless amounts of power? plies of energy to
it got dark.
spare, “should not be
treated like a barrel of oil or ton of coal.”
“Ghettoblaster never quit, no matter
how far I’d throw his ball,” said Ben “These puppies are being abused in
of his exuberant puppy. “He just kept ways unimaginable only a few short
going and going, pausing every now years ago,” claims Greenpeace activist
and then to chomp on some food. Lexi Reid. “How would you like it if you
That’s when it hit me: I’d stick the little were forced to run in a little wheel all
guy in one of those hamster wheels day, chasing after a bone as your tongue
and power my house. That little whelp lapped at a water hose dripping into
just about does it too!”
your mouth? They don’t even get the
...see Scrappy Power on back

That was a heck of a blizzard
we had yesterday. Woah, Nelly.

Walmart
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Religion
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Hope
Rick Astley
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Class
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PIZZA
EVEN BETTER THAN
YOUR MAMA’S PIZZA

482-5100

won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

No one can get inner peace by
pouncing on it.
~Harry Emerson Fosdick

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like back-to-back-to-back exams!
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...Scrappy Power from front

bone at the end of the day! It just
sits there behind their cage, drawing
them on forever. Cruelty to animals,
that’s what this is.”
Utility companies are investing heavily into the nascent industry, sending
breeders to shelters nationwide
to adopt the rambunctious little
monsters. Only the wildest, hard
to control puppies will be admitted
into the program, as any lazy pooch
would dampen the astronomical
efficiencies garnered thus far. Dr.
Bradley explains.
“Somehow these puppies are creating energy out of thin air. Give ‘em a
handful of kibble, and they’ll run for
almost 2 hours. Nothing like this has
ever been seen before. For every
watt of energy we put in, we get 10
out. Simply amazing.”
PETA , renowned for freeing 73
earthworms from a government-
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run biomass plant in 1997, has not
commented on the current developments in puppy power. Many fear
their silence may indicate impending trouble on the horizon, with
researchers keeping a watchful eye
on their subjects.

Sunshine’s Searcher: Chrono Cross Playable Characters
DOC
DRAGGY
FARGO
FUNGUY
GENERALVIPER
GLENN
GRECO
GROBYC
GUILE
HARLE
IRENES
JANICE
KARSH
KID
KORCHA
LEAH
LEENA
LUCCIA
LYNX
MACHA
MARCY
MEL
MIKI

Many analysts are debating the effectiveness of the puppies in helping
alleviate America from its addiction
to oil. Millions of puppies would be
required, and would soon outgrow
their maximum generating capacity.
Says Bradley, “After 6 months of
running the little guy ragged, Ghettoblaster kinda mellowed out and
chewed his rawhide all day. He’s
pretty much given up on helping me
reduce my dependence on foreign
oil and dirty coal, so I might have
to put my son to work manning the
wheel until I can wrangle down some
more pups.”
“I wonder if the SPCA accepts bulk
orders…” he added, scrawling electricity to kibble rates in a notepad. “I
could well be on my way to powering the whole block.”
Russia has reportedly experimented
with animal power generation for
decades, finally giving up when
elephants were found to expel their
methane payload too infrequently to
be commercially viable.

MOJO
NEOFIO
NIKKI
NORRIS
ORCHA
ORLHA
PIERRE
PIP
POSHUL
RADIUS
RAZZLY
RIDDEL
SERGE
SKELLY
SNEFF
SPRIGG
STARKY
STEENA
TURNIP
VAN
ZAPPA
ZOAH

*Bonuses: The names of Leena and Serge’s fathers
(2), the name of the evil planet-devouring life form,
and the name of the hero in the series’ other game.
Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

...Windows Sucks from front

But the thing that annoyed me most
just happened a few months ago. See,
I tried to be a good, subservient oppressed minority. I tried to help Windows! Yes! You heard it! I saw online
that the Beta of Office 2010 has been
released, and I was excited to give it
a whirl to see if it was as shiny as they
promise - maybe make some suggestions if I saw any. I even created a
Windows ID so that I could access the
download page. I clicked! And then –
a .exe file?! RAAAAAAGEEEE!!!

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

What a waste! I can’t even run a .exe,
Bill Gates. Now I’ll have to wait ages to
use Office ’10, all because my people
use .dmg instead and Windows takes
a long time to have that open door
policy with our rebellious faction.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

I mean, come on. We let them use
iTunes without whining. =(

